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Abstract
This article presents a brief overview of the electron-cloud

problem in charged-particle accelerators. It covers first and
historical observations, simulation e�orts, past challenges,
modelling achievements, recent successes, objectives and
future challenges.

PREHISTORY
In 1977, during operation with bunched proton beams at

the Intersecting Storage Rings (ISR) a strong pressure rise
was experienced in a 7-m long Al chamber in a resonance-
like manner at certain combinations of bunch charge and
bunch spacing; see Fig. 1. Realizing that an aluminium
surface was likely to have a large seconday emission yield,
O. Gröbner explained this observation by the new mecha-
nism of “bunch-induced multipactoring” [1].

Figure 1: Pressure size observed during slow horizontal
displacement of a bunched proton beam across the aperture
of an aluminium vacuum chamber at the CERN ISR [1].
The numbered arrows indicate di�erent horizontal beam
positions.

In the late 1980, a vertical instability with a peculiar fre-
quency spectrum was seen at the KEK Photon Factory when
operated with multi-bunch positron beams. The same type
of instability did not occur for electron beams. M. Izawa
and co-workers proposed that the positron beam instabil-
ity was driven by electrons, and applied a simple analyt-
ical model, with a wake-field coupling a�ecting several
successive bunches, to explain the frequency spectrum ob-
served [2].
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Developing the first ever electron-cloud simulation code,
PEI, to model the e�ect of photoelectrons, in the early 1990s,
K. Ohmi showed that a simulated multi-bunch instability
driven by photoelectrons could indeed explain the observa-
tions at the KEK Photon Factory [3]. Figure 2 compares
experimental frequency spectra of the positron-beam insta-
bility with the analytical model of M. Izawa and with a
simulation result from K. Ohmi.

Inspired by K. Ohmi’s work, in 1996, M. Furman and
G. Lambertson performed electron-cloud simulations for
PEP-II, using their new code POSINST, which in addition
to the photoelectrons also included the e�ect of secondary
emission [4].

In early 1997, using a separately developed, similar code,
ECLOUD, the author performed first electron-cloud simu-
lations for the LHC, revealing a significant electron cloud
build up due to both (or either) photo-electrons and sec-
ondary electrons [5]. As a result, F. Ruggiero launched a
CERN electron-cloud crash program for the LHC [6].

LHC ELECTRON CLOUD
In 1999, the first “LHC beams” stored in the LHC injector,

the SPS, experienced electron-cloud driven beam instabili-
ties with di�erent characteristics in the horizontal and verti-
cal plane [7,8] that could be explained by the electron mo-
tion in a vertical magnetic field. From 2000 to 2002, a large
number of novel, specialized diagnostics was developed and
installed in the SPS [9], such as in situ SEY measurements
(for conditioning or “scrubbing” studies) [N. Hilleret], pick-
up calorimeters (measuring heat load and energy spectrum)
[B. Henrist], strip detectors (spatial distribution) [9], a warm
calorimeter (heat) [10] and a cold LHC-prototype vacuum
chamber COLDEX [11]. Many of these experimental obser-
vations were reviewed in Ref. [9].

As an outcome from these studies and the crash program,
an LHC mitigation strategy was defined, consisting of beam
screen with (1) sawtooth chamber [13] in proper orientation
[14,15], (2) pumping slot shields [16], and (3) “scrubbing”
or the conditioning/decrease of the secondary emission yield
as a function of incident electron dose [12,17–19]. Figure 3
shows the final version of the LHC beam screen; sawtooth
and shields are indicated.

The behaviour of the secondary emission yield for low
primary electron energies attracted quite some attention, as
it greatly a�ects the survival of secondary electrons before
the next bunch arrives. Di�erent models were proposed to
describe the low-energy character of the secondary emission
yield and fitted to experimental data [12,18,19], including
data at cryogenic temperature [12].

A few days of “scrubbing” are now routinely scheduled
during every LHC start-up. The reconditioning is particu-
larly needed after thermal cycle and venting of a sector. In
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Figure 2: Measured frequency spectrum of unstable positron beam in the KEK Photon Factory [2], growth rates from a
simple analytical model with a constant wake field extending over 8 successive bunches [2], and growth rates expected
using a more realistic wake field obtained from the simulated photo-electron motion [3].

Figure 3: LHC beam screen with sawtooth surface and
pumping-slot shields for electron-cloud mitigation [16].

2017 this reconditioning required about 1 week with stan-
dard 25 ns beam. A single day of scrubbing su�ces to
recondition sectors that were not vented in the preceding
shutdown [20,21].

DIAGNOSTICS

In addition to using pressure rise, heat load and beam
instabilities as signals of the electron cloud in the LHC,
other diagnostics techniques were also developed. Energy
loss of the beam to the electron cloud leads to a synchronous
phase shift along a bunch train (see Fig. 4) which can be used
to estimate the average electron cloud density around the
ring [22]. The energy loss deduced in this way is consistent
with the heat load detected by the LHC cryogenics system.

Microwaves can interact with electron clouds in various
ways [23, 24]. When electromagnetic waves are transmitted
through a not-too-dense electron plasma, they experience
a phase shift and possibly a small attenuation. Therefore,
another technique to detect the presence of an electron cloud
in beam-pipe section of interest relies on an electron-induced
modulation of a microwave signal sent through this section
[25–29]. This method was tested in the SPS [26], PEP-II
[28,29], the LHC [26], the FNAL Main Injector [30] and the
FNAL Recycler [30, 31]. Figure 5 shows an example result
from PEP-II, Fig. 6 an example from the FNAL Recycler.

Figure 4: Synchronous phase shift due to electron cloud
measured along several bunch trains in the LHC [22].

Figure 5: Phase modulated microwave signal at PEP-II [28].

COLLABORATIONS
Collaborations and exchanges with other communities

facing similar problems were launched. For example, space
satellites with high-power RF systems can be strongly af-
fected by multipacting processes, which depend on the wave-
lengths and dimensions of the devices in question and on the
secondary emission yields. With multifrequency operation
the beating field evolution highly resembles the electric field
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Figure 6: Microwave transmission results at the FNAL Re-
cycler [30, 31].

of successive LHC bunches. The European Space Agency’s
ESTECH and its partners develop advanced surface coatings
and have their own models for the secondary emission yields
and its dependence on various parameters. Figure 7 shows
F. Caspers and the author during a visit at ESA-ESTECH in
Norwijk.

Figure 7: F. Caspers and F. Zimmermann during a 2009 visit
at ESA/ESTECH in Norwijk.

ELECTRON-CLOUD DRIVEN
INSTABILITY AND EMITTANCE

GROWTH
Around 2001/2002, detailed simulation studies revealed

that the unstable multi-bunch mode spectrum strongly de-
pends on the magnetic field to which the moving electrons
are subjected [32, 33]. At KEKB the installation and activa-
tion of weak solenoid fields in the previously field-free re-
gions dramatically altered the mode spectrum of the electron-
cloud driven coupled-bunch instability [32, 33].

Simulations and experiments revealed that the electron
cloud can be trapped for longer periods of time, not only in

the fields of solenoids, but also in the fields of quadrupoles,
sextupoles and combined function magnets [31, 34, 35]; see
Figs. 8 and 9.

Figure 8: Photoelectron trapping in a magnetic quadrupole
field during the bunch train gap at KEKB, simulated by the
code CLOUDLAND. Left: 3D orbit; Right: 2D orbit (red
line) and quadrupole field (black arrow) [34].

Figure 9: Cross-section of a permanent combined function
dipole, at the FNAL Recycler, with indicated trapped elec-
tron trajectory (left), and comparison of simulated electron-
cloud decay following a bunch-train passage in a pure dipole
field and a combined function magnet (right) [31, 35].

At KEKB a strong vertical blow-up was observed above
a certain beam current, as is illustrated in Fig. 10. The
current threshold value depended on the bunch spacing. The
threshold was increased by adding weak solenoid windings
in otherwise field-free regions [36]. The synchrotron light
diagnostics also indicated a possible residual slow beam size
growth below the threshold (Fig. 10).

The fast vertical blow up of the KEKB LER positron
beam above the “threshold” could be explained by single-
bunch electron-cloud instability, using a 2-particle model
[37], simulations [37], and a more refined analytical model
based on an approximation through a conventional resonator
impedance and interpretation in terms of a TMCI-like insta-
bility [38].

For SuperKEKB many countermeasures for electron-
cloud suppression were adopted, such as an antechamber
for photon capture, TiN coating of the vacuum chamber,
grooved surfaces and clearing electrodes inside the wiggler
magnets [39]. Figure 11 shows the vertical beam size blow
up versus beam current In commissioning phase 1, after the
installation of permanent magnets in the uncoated bellows
sections. Up to a current of 0.9 A no strong blow up was
observed. The design beam current is 3.6 A.
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Figure 10: Vertical beam size, measured by the interferome-
ter, versus beam current at the KEKB Low Energy (positron)
Ring without and with partial or full solenoid fields in other-
wise field-free regions. In the measurement two trains were
injected on opposite sides in the ring. Each train contained
60 bunches. The bunch spacing was 4 RF buckets [36].

Figure 11: Vertical beam size versus beam current at the
SuperKEKB Low Energy (positron) Ring in the commis-
sioning phase 1 after installing permanent magnets at the
bellows. In the measurement one long train was injected;
the average bunch spacing was 3.06 RF buckets [39, 40].

For proton beams, the electron cloud can drive a similar
single-bunch instability. Contrary to conventional instabili-
ties, due to the smaller beam sizes at higher energy and strong
electron cloud pinch, at higher proton energies the electron-
driven proton beam instability can exhibit a lower thresh-
old, roughly decreasing as 1/p�. This unfavourable scaling
with energy was predicted analytically in 2005 [41, 42], and
confirmed three years later in detailed simulations and ex-
periments [43]. Approximating the threshold density as
⇢e,thr ⇡ 2�Qs/(⇡�rpC)/H [37], where the pinch enhance-
ment factor H is roughly modelled as increasing in propor-
tion to the number of (small-amplitude) electron oscilla-
tions with angular frequency !e inside the beam potential,

H ⇡ 1+ 4�z!e/(⇡c) ⇡ 4
q

Nbre�z�/(
p

2⇡�"N), the thresh-

old electron density can be estimated as [41, 42]

⇢e,thr ⇡

⇣
↵c � 1

�2

⌘
" | |,rms,N frf

4⇡2�2
z rp

s p
2⇡"N

��zNbre

1p
�

(1)

where frf denotes the RF frequency, ↵c the momentum com-
paction factor, C the circumference, � the average trans-
verse beta function, �z the rms bunch length, Nb the bunch
population, re the classical electron radius, rp the classical
proton radius, "N the normalized transverse rms emittance,
" | |,rms,N the longitudinal normalized rms emittance in units
of metre, � the relativistic Lorentz factor. Eq. (1) assumes
4�z!e/(⇡c) � 1. The emittances and beta functions of the
proton beam were taken to be approximately equal in the hor-
izontal and vertical plane ("N ⇡ "x,N ⇡ "y,N, � ⇡ �x ⇡ �y).

Figure 12 shows a simulation example [43], which indi-
cates the predicted 1/p� behavior [41].

Figure 12: Simulated ECI thresholds at di�erent momenta,
study done with quasi-self-consistent e-cloud distribution
[43].

If the electron cloud is generated by beam-induced mul-
tipacting inside magnets, the electron cloud also shows an
unusual dependence on the bunch intensity. At highest pro-
ton intensities electrons receive too much energy from a
passing bunch, so that the secondary emission yield is no
longer maximum, but decreasing with higher incident elec-
tron energy. As the bunch intensity decays during a physics
store the multipacting region moves closer to the center of
the beam pipe, and the central electron-cloud density in-
creases. if the electrons are close to the beam, they can drive
a single-bunch instability [37]. Figure 13 shows an example
from the LHC [45, 46]. This prediction is consistent with
LHC beam observation, where the onset of instability often
occurs after a significant decay in the beam intensity.

In addition to coherent beam motion, below the instability
threshold the electron cloud can give rise to an incoherent
emittance growth [47]. Evidence for such incoherent emit-
tance driven by an electron cloud has been reported from
various postron and proton storage rings. At the KEKB B
factory already below the instability threshold the measured
beam size increased with beam current, though much more
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Figure 13: Simulated central electron-cloud density in an
LHC dipole magnet as a function of bunch population; also
indicated is the expected single-bunch instability threshold
(red arrow) obtained from a separate simulation [43].

gradually than above the threshold [36]. Also at RHIC an
electron cloud caused emittance growth and beam loss [48].
Similar e�ects were seen at the Tevatron for 19-ns bunch
spacing, without any sign of coherent beam motion [49].
Figure 16 presents the simulated e�ect of clearing bunches
for the FNAL recycler.

MITIGATION METHODS
Proposed techniques of beam manipulations to combat

electron cloud build up include the satellites and clearing
bunches. Figure 14 shows the concept of satellite bunches for
electron-cloud mitigation in the LHC. The simulated e�ect
of satellite bunches for the LHC is illustrated in Fig. 15 [50].
Figure 16 presents similar results for clearing bunches in the
FNAL Recycler [35].

Figure 14: Illustration of intermediate low-intensity satellite
bunch deployed for electron-cloud clearing [50] (F. Rug-
giero).

A well established standard procedure for electron-cloud
suppression is beam scrubbing, that is the operation at
the limit of acceptable vacuum pressure or cryogenic heat
load for extended periods of time with highest sustainable
electron-cloud intensities in order to reduce the secondary
emission yield of the vacuum chamber surface, allowing for
subsequent safe and electron-free operation at lower beam
intensity. Figure 15 illustrates the application of this con-
cept at the LHC, where bunch spacing is a key parameter,
determining the strength of the electron cloud. In the LHC,
shorter bunch separations lead to enhanced electron-cloud
formation, and better surface conditioning. Figure 17 il-

Figure 15: Critical value of the maximum secondary electron
yield �max versus the relative intensity of satellite bunches
following the nominal bunches at a spacing of 2.5 ns (one
LHC RF bucket) or 5 ns (two LHC RF buckets). A highly
reflective beam screen surface is assumed, with a surface
photon reflectivity R ' 1, and a half-Gaussian secondary
electron energy distribution with 5 eV or 10 eV r.m.s. width
[50].

Figure 16: Simulated electron line density in a combined
function magnet of the FNAL Recycler as a function of time;
a clearing bunch removes the trapped cloud (blue dashed
line), preventing the long-term accumulation of electrons
[35].

lustrates how, at the LHC “scrubbing” with 25 ns spacing
allows for subsequent electron-cloud free operation at 50
ns [51]. Similarly, for fully eliminating electron cloud at a
bunch spacing of 25 ns, beam conditioning with a special
“doublet” beam — a beam with alternatingly 5 ns and 20 ns
spacing — has been considered [51].

Amorphous carbon (a-C) coating [52] and Laser Abla-
tion Surface Engineering (LASE) [53, 54] of the vacuum
chamber surface prior to beam operation are two further,
highly e�cient schemes for electron-cloud mitigation Both
methods dramatically reduce the secondary emission yield.
With LASE a maximum secondary emission yield below
1 can be achieved on Cu, Al and stainless steel surfaces;
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Figure 17: Recipe and e�ect of LHC beam scrubbing, to
prepare for subsequent LHC operation not a�ected by the
electron cloud. The simulated heat load on the LHC dipole
beam screen is shown as a function of the SEY for 50 ns
(1400 bunches, green line), 25 ns (2800 bunches, blue line)
and doublet beams (900 doublets, red line) [51].

see Figs. 18 and 19. The positive e�ect of LASE has been
demonstrated experimentally, with beam in the SPS [55].

Figure 18: Untreated and laser-treated copper surface [53].

In 2005 an in-situ installation of clearing electrodes was
proposed for the LHC [56], as is illustrated in Fig. 20.
Presently, another technique for in-situ coating is under de-
velopment for eRHIC [57, 58]; see Fig. 21. This system
could be used to apply various types of coating: Cu, TiN,
NEG, and a-C.

MODELLING EFFORTS
Modelling e�orts have been discussed and reviewed,

among others, at several past two-stream-instability and
electron-cloud workshops [59–63]. Figure 22 shows the
dream of the CARE-HHH-2004 workshop [64], a complete
electron-cloud simulation. We have since come quite a bit
closer towards this goal.

Since a few years already, the Warp-Posinst code al-
lows fully self-consistent simulations (many bunches, many
turns): of the e-cloud build-up and associated beam dy-
namics [66]. In particular, Warp-Posinst enabled the first
direct simulation of a train of 3⇥72 LHC-type bunches —
using 9,600 CPUs on the Franklin supercomputer (NERSC,
U.S.A.). In Fig. 23, we present an example simulation result,

Figure 19: Secondary emission of copper as a function of
primary electron energy, without any treatment, and with
laser treatment at di�erent processing speeds [54].

Figure 20: Illustrations of the proposed in-situ installation
of LHC clearing electrodes [56].

for the injection of an LHC proton beam into the SPS. A sub-
stantial density rise in the tails of the batches is noticeable
from turn 0 to turn 800.

LANDAU DAMPING WITH A PINCHING
ELECTRON CLOUD

An analytical Landau-damping stability diagram has been
constructed for the pinched electron cloud [67]. The model

Figure 21: A 50-cm long cathode magnetron mole assembly
for in-situ coating of the RHIC vacuum chamber [57, 58].
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Figure 22: Schematic of the ‘ultimate’ electron-cloud code
sketched in 2004 [65].

Figure 23: Average electron cloud density history seen at a
fixed station [66].

assumes a quasi-parabolic profile (Fig. 24 left)

⇢b(z) =
15

16
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◆2
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and a linear tune shift along the bunch, as a first order ap-
proximation of the e�ect of the electron-cloud pinch,

�Qec(z) =
z �

p
7�zp

7�z
�Qec,max ; (3)

see the right picture of Fig. 24. The latter can be converted
to
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Together with (2), this yields
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Combining formalisms and recipes from H.G. Hereward

[68], D. Möhl and H. Schönauer [69], A.E. Chao [70],

Figure 24: Bunch profile (left) and approximate tune shift
along the bunch due to the pinching electron cloud (right),
as assumed in the analytical Landau damping model [67].

J.S. Berg [71], E. Métral and F. Ruggiero [72], and assuming
a synchrotron period is long compared with the instability
rise time leads to the dispersion relation

1 = �
π �Qec,max

0
dQec

⇢(�Qec) [�Qcoh � �Qec]
Q0 + �Qec � Q

= �

P.V .

π �Qec,max

0
dQec

⇢(�Qec) [�Qcoh � �Qec]
Q0 + �Qec � Q

+i⇡⇢(Q � Q0) [�Qcoh � Q +Q0]] , (6)

which can be rewritten as

�Qcoh = �
P.V .

Ø �Qec,max
0 dQec

⇢(�Qec)�Qec
�Qec��Q + i⇡⇢(�Q)�Q � 1

P.V .
Ø �Qec,max
0 dQec

⇢(�Qec)
�Qec��Q + i⇡⇢(�Q)

.

(7)
where �Q ⌘ Q � Q0 is the net physical tune shift, and
�Qcoh is the coherent tune shift due to an external machine
impedance. We can now plot the trace when �Q runs along
the real axes (border of stability) in the complex �Qcoh plane.
The result is displayed in Fig. 25. Though the electron poten-
tial moves with the beam, the electron cloud alone creates
non-trivial stability diagram. We note that �Qec,max can be
huge, of order 0.1–0.2.

Figure 25: Stability diagram in the presence of a pinching
electron cloud [67].

16L2
An interesting e�ect was seen at the LHC in 2017/18. Ap-

parently limited to a short region “16L2” of the LHC ring,
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this phenomenon was marked by loss spikes and fast beam
instabilities. The 16L2 problem was mitigated by introduc-
ing groups of empty buckets inside the bunch trains and by
locally adding weak magnets fields, both cures characteristic
of an “electron cloud”. The 16L2 was finally explained by a
local electron cloud (plus, possibly, an accompanying ion
cloud) of high density. The local electron-cloud activity
was later attributed to a frozen layer of air and/or water on
the surface extending over a few meters length, which had
been caused by an accidental air inlet through an adjacent
pumping port; see Fig. 26.

Figure 26: A frozen layer of water and/or air at the LHC’s
16L2 location [73].

ELECTRON CLOUD IN THE FCC
Electron cloud is a concern for the proton rings of the

proposed 100 TeV hadron collider, FCC-hh [74], with much
enhanced synchrotron radiation compared with the LHC,
and also for the positron ring of the future circular electron-
positron collider, FCC-ee [75]. The FCC hadron-collider
beam screen and the lepton-collider vacuum system are il-
lustrated in Fig. 27. Di�erent types of antechambers and
advanced surface treatments like LASE, for FCC-hh, and a
novel (ultrathin) NEG coating developed for FCC-ee [76,77],
will help suppress electron-cloud buildup without a notice-
able increase in the machine impedance.

Figure 27: Beam screen for the FCC-hh arcs, with a “folded”
integrated antechamber and LASE surface treatment [74]
(left), and FCC-ee vacuum chambers with an antechamber,
discrete local photon stops, adjacent or opposite pumping
domes, and ultra0thin NEG coating [75] (right). Vacuum-
chamber optimisation for both FCC-hh hand FCC-ee took
into account the need for electron-cloud suppression.

The superiority of the new FCC-hh beam screen design
compared with the LHC beam screen is apparent from a

comparison of the respective simulated heat load and cen-
tral electron-density for the HE-LHC [78] (an LHC energy
doubler based on FCC-hh magnet technology); see Fig. 28.

The modelling for FCC-ee brings forth new challenges,
e.g., related to the energy of the synchrotron-radiation pho-
tons. At FCC-ee, photo-electrons are generated via classical
photo-e�ects, but additional, energetic electrons are emitted
after an atomic de-excitation [79,80]. The threshold value
for the second process is about 1 keV; for comparison the crit-
ical photon energy in the FCC-ee arcs at the tt̄ threshold is of
order 1 MeV. The atomic deexcitation phenomenon has been
integrated with the photon tracking code, SYNRAD3D [81].

Finally, it is interesting to note that the electron cloud
itself may interact with the propagating synchrotron radia-
tion [82]. If such e�ect proved important, this would require
yet another level of self-consistency in the electron-cloud
modelling e�ort, where photons and electrons are so far
treated fully independently.

FROM LHC TO HL-LHC
The arc heat loads have already been a challenge for LHC

Run 2 (2015–2018) with 25 ns bunch spacing, where the
LHC operated close to cryogenics limits in some of the
arcs. In these arcs the heat load was much larger than ex-
pected from impedance and synchrotron radiation. A large
di�erences was observed between sectors; see Fig. 29. A
corresponding di�erence in the electron-cloud behavior be-
tween sectors is (or was) the most plausible explanation. The
extrapolated HL-LHC heat loads for the high-load sectors
would not be acceptable [83, 84].

The highest heat has been found in the sectors around the
ATLAS experiment. There has been much speculation as to
what was di�erent in the high-load sectors, causing the di�er-
ence in heat load. Possible explanations included shielding
from cosmic rays by the Jura mountains, the changes which
may have occurred during the installation/production se-
quence, or the e�ect of an inverted, missing or di�erently
shaped sawtooth surface on the beam screen (Fig. 30).

EPILOGUE
In January 2018, the Chair of the LHC Machine Advisory

Committee stressed that “LHC electron cloud is a top priority
for the LHC and for CERN!" [88]. The same statement, of
course, applies to any other future accelerator operating with
positively charged particle beams.
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Figure 28: Simulated heat load (left) and central electron density (right) for the HE-LHC [78], comparing an LHC-type
beam screen (blue) and the beamscreen designed for FCC-hh (green) (L. Mether).

Figure 29: Total beam intensity (top) and heat load per half cell in each of the 8 LHC sectors (bottom) during 4 hours in
2017 [83, 84].
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Figure 30: Azimuthal distribution of absorbed synchrotron-radiation photons [85] simulated with the code SYNRAD3D (left)
and heat load per metre as a function of the maximum secondary emission yield for di�erent sawtooth configurations [86]
simulated by using the SYNRAD3D results as input for the code PyECLOUD [87] (right).
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